The MMS model presented in this paper describ es rather detailed human control of a dynamic syst em . The model is an int egration and extension of previously developped (validated) (sub)models. It is anticipat ed that the MMS model is suffiCient ly genera l to be useful to investigate a variety of man-mach ine systems. e.g. in the important ar'ea of robotics and in the handling of ships. helicopters, etc.
TASK ENVIRONMENT
The HO has to fulTil the task utilizing the dynamic system. in a gfven environrrent.
. A nonl inear, time -vary Ing dynamIc syst_ em ·can be r epresente d by
dimensional system output vecto-r: and g is' ,the
Ill-dimensional vector funct ion-4
The standard procedure' is foll"wed to. describe the nonlinear dynamic system behavior (X) in terms of a st ate reference (XO) "a i id "sm�lln' perturbations ('1'0) around ""'.: ;h��s ref'eY'ence;:: thus X = ,XO + "'F, etc-•. ThJ_� lineari.zation scheme yields a tittle-varying ;refe"r ence model and the rolldwing, tirne-varying, linear system discription. 
This optimal control problem can be solved by re writing eq (4) in terms of the extended state x -(X J. The results are given in Ref. (2) and e x used i� the next chapter. In order to include u-terms in eq (4) x e can be augmented resultirig (again) in the standard regulator control problem.
HUMAN CONTROL MODEL
The model of the HO cOlll P!'ises va!'ious func tional aspects which are discussed in the following section.
Pe!'ception and State Estimation It is assumed that the H O perceives the system outputs with a certain inaccu racy
gaussian.
purely randan observation noise sequence with co 
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It is assumed that the HO utilizes the (l�arned) system dynamics and the observations y (eq (2b» to estimate the state of the system. This estimation process is described by (Ref.
5)
A A
where P(k-) is the covariance of the estimation error p(k-) . (k-) indicates the time k before the observation at time k is made. and N is the co variance of the innovation sequence n.
Perception and Estimation of the Future Desired State
Consider a sequence x d which can be de5cribed
by a deterministic proce5S
(8) The estimation process is based on the aforemen t ioned linear extrapolat ion corrected by the inno vation sequen ce (col'respong ing ,wi th the minimal mean-squal'e d error
However, the mean-s quared e r r or , Ref.
The
resulting control sequence luCk), 
e 'i e e
and Pe a diagonal ele ment of H e P e (k -)H � Y ii Thus tHe maximum reduct ion in uncertainty is obtained for OJ for which g e is maximal System performance is governed by the given disturbance input wa nd the control input (see eq (2) ). The control input is composed of the regula tor control ur and the maneuver control u m (see eq (23»). As the model is linear the effect of these two inputs on the system performance can be comput An example is shown in figure 4 in which two straight approach maneuvers are compared in the same port configuration as In the previous example. One maneuver is carried out by using the buoys for position information. The .other maneuver is carried out by using the leading lights prOViding the lateral deviat ion of the course line. as indicated before. Again. the forward speed (through the water) of the ship is 2.5 mls and the current velocity is 1 mls in a direction parallel to the coast line.
The heading aSSOCiated wi th the equilibrium. correcting for the current. is a course of about 270 deg.
In figure-4 the (outer) s·ol1d lines along the track indicate the 99% probability interval for the maneuvers in which only use was made of the buoys and the compass to control the vessel. The (tnner) dotted lines indicate the 99% probability for the maneuvers in which the leading lights were used in combination with the compass .
A comparison of the results shows a better perfor mance. and hence less re quired maneuvering space.
in the condition wit" h leading line information. The explanation is that, posi t ion information approach variability.
in that case. substantially 
